NEWSLETTER – Covid – 19
Part II – July 2020

The Ins and Outs
of it all

A word from the Chairman
Hello colleagues

elc me

he ne n mal

This is the second Newsletter of the Covid-19 era
when we will illustrate how small schools have met
the demands of this crisis. We are grateful to all
those colleagues who have contributed to this
edition, taking time out from their busy schedules
to put down their thoughts (and frustrations) at the
expectations raised about their roles and their
schools.
We have received 31 responses from across the
country 31 different contexts, each with their
own demands. Many of these go into great detail
about specific issues and unfortunately there are not enough pages in this Newsletter to cover
each of these. What we have tried to do is provide a flavour of the general views with
quotations where appropriate. We are also grateful for the many photographs we have
received and these will also illustrate what small schools have been doing during the past
three months.
Within this Newsletter we have ensured anonymity; there may be areas/Local Authorities
highlighted but we have retained our promise to ensure confidentiality at all times. At the
time of writing we still await the advice from the DfE relating to the re-opening of schools in
Se embe if hi ha en The ne of localised lockdown in Leicester reminds us this virus
can ike again a an ime and all lan m
be ega ded a en a i e a hi age
Once again, we thank all those colleagues who have taken time to contribute and hope they
will be able to respond in the same generous manner when we send out a further survey in
September. We will be distributing this Newsletter widely to colleagues across the media and
in other institutions showing that, despite NO consideration given to the small school context
by the DfE, all those involved have been able to meet the demands of pupils, staff, parents and
their communities.
Many thanks, best wishes, take care and stay safe!
Neil
PS. After this Newsletter was compiled, the DfE announced their guidance. At short notice we
were able to gain the thoughts of some colleagues across the country. Rather than add their
comments to the relevant question from the original survey, we have included them in a Stop
Press section at the end.
We will be sending out a third survey in late September to see how colleagues have been able
to follow this guidance. We hope you will be able to respond at that time.

The questions
On what date did you open school to the year groups suggested by the DfE
As is to be expected from a national response, there was no uniformity in answers, rather schools

meeting the needs of their own context and communities. Many schools never closed for the
children of key workers and indeed had remained open during the holiday periods. They then
gradually made provision for other groups as time passed on a phased return basis.
Some schools began by opening to the younger pupils first whilst other introduced Y6 children
back into the system earlier. Again, dates and year groups varied to meet the needs of the
individual school. One school had been able to open to other year groups by imposing a cap on
numbers.
To
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If you did NOT open school why was this?
Here the vast majority of schools were able to send a N/A reply. The local situation along with
the nature of the school environment tended to determine the thinking behind individual
decisions. The following examples highlighted the reasons why other schools were obliged to
follow their own course.

-

-

-

We as a Trust, decided to wait for one more week after half-term and delay opening until
the 15th June
Staggered first week simply to give us a way of ensuring systems were working
Nursery unit needed extra time to prepare the environment
We have been open for keyworkers and vulnerable pupils. As to why we did not open on
1st June, lack of capacity, lack of PPE (not arrived) levels of the virus were too high (we are
hoping they will be lower still by 29th June)
We delayed opening due to the high rates of Covid-19 in our Borough and so wanted to
ensure a staggered start with small scale staff to implement changes and thus have the
opportunity to tweak plans accordingly before the younger children came in.
We did not open for more children on 1st June as it was never a realistic option considering
what needed to be put in place I was not going to rush and do things quickly and
therefore potentially make mistakes just because the Prime Minister plucked a date out of
thin air! It should never have been date driven - it should ve been safet driven

The issue of decisions made by politicians is one which will recur throughout these responses.

What specific guidance did you have to follow to open the school and what impact did
this have on staff and pupils?
As can be expected there was no shortage of guidance available to schools from a wide range of
sources. The following list was provided by one school and indicates their programme of action
which was followed.
DfE Planning guide for Primary school Headteacher to read and disseminate to
Staff/Parents and Governors.
DfE Initial Planning Framework answering key questions as outlined Headteacher
to read and answer then disseminate to Staff/Parents and Governors.
Regular emails from County with links to guidance Headteacher to advise Governors
and staff.
Virtual Meetings Governor/staff.
Completing a Risk Assessment Headteacher then to advise Governors, staff and
parents.
Deep clean of the school School secretary organised.
Health and Safety site check by our H&S Governor using Government advice/guidance
headteacher organised and conducted.
RA for Paediatric First Aider; layout of the classroom and playground School secretary
completed.
Annex to Behaviour Policy Headteacher completed and sent to staff, Governors and
parents.
Annex to Safeguarding Policy Headteacher completed and sent to staff and Governors.
Pandemic action plan update Headteacher updated.
Continue with video input for the children who had not returned to school for home
learning Class teacher.
Purchasing cleaning products School secretary organised.

School Meals organising packed lunches for children and FSM vouchers when children
not in school school secretary
PPE School secretary organised; A Governor provided a digital thermometer and initial
supplies; A Governor provided wipes/masks/signs; Buckinghamshire Council provided 2
packs of PPE (1) school secretary collected and (2) sent by internal post after 1 st June.
Securing a company for a deep clean once a week School secretary organised.
In addition to the above, other contributions for guidance/ implementation included:
Staggered start and finish times.
Reorganisation of tables/ classrooms
Covering or moving resources/ equipment
Purchasing hand sanitisers, lidded bins, PPE equipment, additional cleaning materials
Water system flushing and chlorination
H&S checks
Fire Alarm service
Fire drill with social distancing measures in place.
Catering service reorganise lunchtime processes
De igna ed pla gro nd for differen b bble of children
Information/ expectations for parents and staff e.g. no waiting, congregating at school
gate.

Other sources of guidance included;
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Local Authority
Unions NAHT/NEU
Board of Trustees
Health and Safety Executive members
Other head teacher networks
Radio 4
Some schools studied communities in other countries to gain an understanding of their
experiences which could be adapted to meet their own context
Some schools actually took the
initiative:
We started planning before the
PM s announcement which paid
off in the long run
One major concern was the
aspect of ‘social distancing’ and
whilst this will be addressed
more fully in the next section, it
was an important element
within the planning required to
follow the guidance.
Our main concern was social
distancing and keeping our
Learning Bubbles
from mixing. The local Village
Hall committee allowed us to use
the Hall
for our Y and Y s which is
treated as its own school
The issues of physical space
(again highlighted later) created
other problems in actually
allowing children to be brought
back into school.

Even with mixed age classes we were only able to position tables
with enough distance by spreading out into hall spaces/shared spaces.
We have Bubbles and are struggling to make space for a th Bubble
which we really need

Many head teachers spoke of their own role and, due to staffing restrictions, how they were
the ones who had to make the final decisions:
There was enormous pressure on headteachers during this time – we were being asked to
risk assess against a deadly disease – this is not usually in our remit!
The risk assessment was completed by HT, staff were involved in discussions as were
governors but at the end of the day the headteacher is the one responsible and the one who
signs it!
All the health and safety recommendations, which as there is only me (no caretaker, SLT
etc.) and no one to delegate to was onerous plus communication with staff and parents,
meeting with staff union reps, sourcing and purchasing appropriate cleaning materials etc.
I created a staff-friendly version (of the DfE/LA guidance -only 10 pages long!) so that it
was much clearer to staff how things would be arranged
One by-product concerned staff with pupils who may have been reticent about sending them
back to school (as they were counted as key workers). One head notedI mean aff had o end hei o n kid back o chool
whether they liked it or not so they could return to work
did
o accommoda e aff he e he eall didn an o do ha
Providing guidance and information to parents was also a key factor. One head spoke of the need
for parents to have a full sight of the guidance available following risk assessments. This also
included following the 2m rule which meant that one school was not able to open for Y6 pupils.
Clarification also meant that it was not always possible to guarantee places for all pupils.
Heads also spoke of their concern for the impact upon all staff within the school. The extra hours
being worked – both at school and at home, the restricted activities for staff and pupil, the greater
focus upon hygiene and the enhanced cleaning and sanitising all brought their own pressures.
Additionally, there were also the concerns for those pupils who were not at school and who
required additional support which was not always easy to provide remotely. Office staff too had
the additional responsibility of ordering materials, helping to formulate rules to meet the new
scenario and address the school meals issue - of which more later.
But, as one head emphasised –
P

il ha e fo nd he e e ience fa mo e diffic l han aff

How easy was it to implement the social distancing requirements in order to open?
The very nature of the buildings in which small schools operate was always going to present
difficulties. In fact, a constant thread through all the responses was the lack of understanding
about small school contexts whether that be relating to the physical space within the school
building, the number of staff members, flexibility of lunchtime provision and the ability to develop
aspects of the curriculum. The following examples will resonate with heads of small schools
everywhere.

Typical comments ranged
from:
‘Had to close off one
classroom as too small and
too much equipment
to keep clean. Very small
classrooms means capacity
was already tight
so with social distancing
capacity dropped to
maximum 8 pupils in a
room.
‘Social distancing not
easy due to restriction of
physical space
and layout of the old,
Victorian building.
‘Toilets are particularly
difficult
One head spoke of the need
for children having to go
around the outside to the
loo because they usually
have to walk through EYFS
to get to the toilets/
cloakroom
That being said many heads were able to make some effective plans for pupils to maintain some
form of appropriate social distancing. The following is an example of what one school had to
implement to ensure that the social distancing measures were followed.
‘We stuck to the m distancing advice and not the class of
as a small school our rooms are quite small as it is so having 15+
the teaching would ve been impossible. We arranged classrooms,
moved all non-essential furniture to the hall and bought lots of
social distancing posters, carpet spots, banners etc.
We have chalked child friendly messages and images on the footpath
outside the school gate to help children keep the 2m distance
and within the school grounds we have used some lovely little wooden fences
to mark out safe distance areas.
Our ‘bubbles are between
children plus the teacher.

While these measures were in line with the guidelines set by the DfE, it has to be wondered
how much time, effort and planning, in addition to the wide range of the normal day to day
activities, had to be undertaken in order for the school to re-open more widely.
Plans to operate successfully often required adjustments to the facilities available, even if this
meant that this forced a reduction in numbers, as these schools indicated.
We ed he DfE g idance n i i i ing ea g
hence why Year 6 have not returned to school. We followed the 2m rule
and children have designated 2 m spaces. We calculated what we could manage
in he ace and hen
ide an ffe f
a en

However, even where these difficulties of capacity were easily overcome, parental expectation,
often raised by the media before official announcements were made, had the ability to create
problems.
Very straight forward in our schools - no issues.
The limited numbers was more problematic especially where more parents
wanted their children to return. Had to implement a criteria based on
age/year group until capacity reached. Wan ed a id a ime n ff ime able
And these issues will be explored in later sections.

Where these issues did occur, some schools provided full information and gaining support from
the local community
Once all the risk assessment was drawn up and shared
all staff were keen to help support social distancing and our plans.
This therefore made it easier for children to return
as we had support from all stakeholders.
Fortunately, there were other heads who had fewer problems:
We are blessed with rooms that allowed distance learning and
easily adjusted outside areas for learning.
We were fortunate to have a lot of space and only a few children.
For others it meant utilising the whole school space more effectively:
Same difficulties as every school but with use of school hall
they have managed to create bubbles which are working both in class
and over very controlled breaks and lunchtimes.
Perhaps the following comments speaks volumes about the difficulties of adhering to the
guidelines:
It s been impossible to keep bubbles separate in a small school
Children have played together but we have tried very hard to ensure
that staff are keeping m apart from each other
A pain to get organised…all our children find social distancing difficult
How would you rate the guidance from the DfE?
It could be reasonably accepted by head teachers that the Government/DfE were in a very difficult
position relating to Covid-19. To quote an oft used phrase the
ere in an unprecedented
situation and as such the ere damned if the did and damned if the didn t
That being said, whilst there were many appreciative comments from the heads who recognised
the approach taken, and had utilised the guidance I will point out the DfE guidelines have been my roadmap
and confidence to support the decisions I have made
or indeed:
Fine in how it is put together. It is clear.
or acted as the basis for developing school plans
I ve read it and then done my own thing

Other responses from heads were less complimentary.
Too little too late Too man changes Discourteous and unprofessional
to make so many public promises with
no documentation to support schools to implement
Too man documents Man had a different title but contained similar information
to another All needed to be read
Over

bits of guidance there seemed no overarching plan or approach in it

There was also the concern that announcements were made
and in the public domain before those who were likely to be
affected were given time to absorb the information and
make any changes required.
What isn t helpful is the constant updates and the timings of
releases
especially after headlines being given and
then leaders having to wait for the guidance
DfE regular input but frustrating as headlines were delivered
through the media
and then the details dripped our slowl
I can t personall understand wh we, as a
profession, found out about plans
at the same time as the rest of population
And this impacted upon relationships with
parents and the community Parents were bombarding us with questions
we couldn t answer

There are some
hing
e on o ch

There was also concern that the small school
context was completely ignored when
decisions were made at national level where
the physical size, school layout and
budgetary issues were not taken into
consideration.

No recognition of small school and mixed age class issues or capacit
to provide additional cleaning space or staff
It doesn t do a lot of good for trusting their strateg and it doesn t
take into account different budgets

The feelings of many heads could be summed up in the following:
Sen a ridic lo s imes- the one about staff wellbeing
arrived in the early hours of a Saturday morning OH he iron

How have your pupils been affected by the FSM system organised by the DfE?
On Sunday June
the Guardian printed an article entitled ‘English schools and parents criticise
free school meals scheme. This was followed by a second article two days later this time focussed
upon the work of individual schools and the efforts that head teachers were making for their pupils.
Entitled ‘Head teachers out of pocket and children hungry in England s school meals chaos . Even
allowing for the hyperbole required both to highlight the story and sell newspapers, there is a
serious element underlying the headlines.
The issue around school meal provision was one which was widely reported at the early stages of
the Covid-19 pandemic. It affected schools nationwide. The Government gave responsibility to a
French Company Edenred and it was be fair to say that they were not 100% successful in their
efforts hence the two articles mentioned above.

The following comments from heads indicate how small schools, often in isolated areas attempted
to function within their own context. No other comment will be made but the examples are
representative of the feeling of the responses received.
‘It took ages for us to get up and running, Edenred could not cope
As a small school our issues are around things like how we offer UFSM
as it is not viable to open the kitchen if no additional income coming in from KS2 meals.
The system has worked well for us. We emptied our school fridges at the beginning of lockdown and
sent home all vulnerable families (FSM or not) with food hampers and we have been in touch with
food banks too for holida periods and e tras we ve delivered to all our families as well as the
vouchers
We have given out grocer bags from our caterer as we are ver rural
with no shop or public transport. Quality of these bags is declining
and we are likel to move to vouchers
Initiall we used our own then, when the DfE announced theirs we used it
it didn t work for us a -minute wait just to get onto the website!
We decided not to use it as the feedback from other heads nationally was so poor
and we did not want parent suffering the embarrassment of having vouchers refused at tills which is
what was happening to many. We went back to using Wonde this cost us as a school but for the
small number of FSM families we have it was the right thing to do
M school secretar has been affected b the vouchers s stem it has taken
many hours in the beginning to download and issue them. This has now improved and our small
number of families are accessing them.
The issue for us was getting the edenred s stem to work and produce
the vouchers for our families. The supermarkets choice was baffling at the start
- M S Waitrose Sainsbur s
No Lidl, Aldi etc - this is not to be patronising or condescending
but I know £15 will go a whole lot further in these stores than the
ones a Tor MP ma choose to use
It has been a nightmare as nationall the school has had to use other avenues
including food bank vouchers to ensure pupils were getting food
Our finance team at the Trust originally used an outside company right at the very start. This was
efficient and used well by our parents. The move to Edenred when this was introduced was not as
smooth initially. All our parents are not onboard and
understand how to redeem their vouchers
Without wishing to make any political point – unlike the colleague above – the system developed
by the Government proved to be less than helpful and required huge amounts of time from the
office/administrative staff in contacting suppliers or even the company themselves. The article on
June 28th made this point emphasising the time (and money) spent in schools attempting to contact
Edenred. This at a time when there were other, possibly more pressing demands upon school staff.

How confident are you that you will be able to open fully in September?
(As previously stated these responses were received BEFORE the DfE announcement on July 2 nd)
There was a wide range of opinions voiced. At least half of the heads had little or no confidence in
being able to open with many indicating that this was dependent upon the social distancing
measures in place at that time. For some this would require a change of approach and could
preclude some of the pupils as there would be insufficient staffing or accommodation for the 2m
distancing to be in place.
‘Depends on guidance on size of bubbles and social distancing and
of course, if staff are still healthy, we really want to open.’
‘Depends whether 2m social distancing and
class limits of are in place.’
‘If the guidance stays the same, we cannot open to all year groups.
I do not have the staffing or space.
If guidance is relaxed, then we will be able to.’
The whole situation was clouded in uncertainty with many options being considered.
Opening in September we have carried out a feasibility study to look at
staffing and space and we hope we can open fully
but possibly on a reduced timetable due to part time staff and maintaining ‘bubbles.
It will depend upon the R and social distancing recommendations nearer the time. We are planning
for full opening, but we are mindful that we might face restrictions’
The whole situation was clouded in uncertainty with many options being considered.
Opening in September we have carried out a feasibility study to look at
staffing and space and we hope we can open fully
but possibly on a reduced timetable due to part time staff and maintaining ‘bubbles.
It will depend upon the R and social distancing recommendations nearer the time. We are planning
for full opening, but we are mindful that we might face restrictions’
‘I am currently preparing for three different scenarios! With m social distancing,
with 1m social distancing and with no social distancing
I feel that the second scenario is most likely.’
Some schools had already started planning for a number of contingencies:
We have written to our new intake to delay them by 2 weeks
so other children can settle back in first and also so we can offer transition
and maybe even home visits for our new children.’

‘Depends entirely on the restrictions placed on us Re: distancing etc.
Unless full classes can be brought in may be in single, whole class ‘bubbles’ then a part time - week
in-week off - timetable will need to be employed. This then raises issues of providing online learning
whilst teaching during the day’
The issue of rotas, part time teaching for groups, transition arrangements for new intakes was
highlighted in a number of responses.
There were still other issues to be addressed:
‘The problem of shielding staff remains especially when they are office staff ’
‘I’m three staff down because of shielding at the moment and if they aren’t not back,
I do not have enough staff.’
And one which seemed to
address all the issues
‘If we are to open to any
more year groups we will
need additional funding
(for more staff) and would
need to utilise other spaces
for teaching.’
But perhaps the response
which summed up the
uncertainty felt by the
heads was
‘There are too many
variables at this time to
give a definite answer.’

Any further comments you wish to add.
As can be imagined there was no shortage of adverse criticism against the DfE/Government for
their response to the Covid-19 situation. It would be very easy to fill these lines with a catalogue of
woes at this time but as we have seen there have been valiant efforts to provide valuable guidance
during these turbulent times even if the timings leave something to be desired.
The following comments are just a small sample of the issues raised by the heads. They are
presented in their entirety with little/no need for further comment.
As a HT of a small school I think this period has placed a lot of stress on leaders.
The government have shown they have little understanding as to how primary schools work or
indeed how big they are to do what they suggested all schools would need at least 4 classrooms,
not all schools have that luxury!

The unclear guidance has meant
that it has been interpreted in
different ways by different schools
according to their context- this is
fine and totally understandable;
however, it has caused problems
f head beca e a en d n
always understand the different
contexts and again, difficult
conversations have needed to be
had.
Give us the budget to provide what
they need in September trust us to
spend the money well and in the best
interest of the children spending
millions on something that could
cause more harm than good is not
sensible.

Cleaning and additional cleaning
has presented us with problems
and extra costs. The LA have said
that they will provide funds for
additional spend caused by Covid
but we are yet to know how much
and when, so this adds to the stress
of spending when we know we have
b d n ha e he f nd
The U-turn on all primary children being in school by the end of June
ha ca ed a l
f a en al
e ha e e had manage
We will go over our budget next year.
Books will be written on this! Because there has been no overarching national plan for the
emergency teachers and other staff have become scapegoats to some extent for parts of government
who are more concerned about opening the economy; there has been lip service to pupils/students
l ing
ni b I ha e ne e een a hin f c nce n ab
aff being
in ha m
a We
need find me a
ge in he na i nal di c
e ha l
f
ni
cl ing he ga
ca ching
ac all mean there seems to be an assumption in many quarters that it means
getting done all the bits of the National Curriculum or exam syllabuses that might have been
covered this term; really it is a huge opportunity to re-evaluate curriculum and take us back from
he kn ledge
me hing m ch m e ba ed in kill and nde anding.

We want to use our known supply teachers for catch up, not designated tutors.
My concern is workload for staff. We run a super remote learning system and managing this with
children in school has been OK up until now, but when we have more children, I worry about how
children at home will cope, as staff will not be able to mark work online and liaise with children and
parents daily. My concern re staff welfare and staffing in general will increase in September as the
pressure will mount. I am also concerned that staff will be asked to cover the summer holiday. We
have provided cover for the last two holidays and staff and children need a break. We have our own
families, and this must be consideration for government.
If the government had properly consulted with heads/unions etc before announcing plans then
perhaps it would have been better. We are now in a position where the government have set up a
completely untenable plan and are now trying to blame schools and authorities for not making it
happen.
There have been positives in light of the crisis.
Improvements in the way we use online
learning platforms, Homework and teaching.
Pupils have responded very well to the
a ame e e and eall enj
he
kb k
style independent learning. Plus, the creativity
in l ed in lanning f n le n a ell hel
pupils to readjust.

Amidst all the media talk about the mental
anguish likely to be felt by pupils on their
return to school perhaps the final word
should be one of optimism:
The child en ha e c ed inc edibl ell
the changes
and have adapted themselves to their
learning environment with ease
only forgetting to social distance a little
bit at playtimes!
They are very happy to be back and for
me that is the most im
an
We would like to thank all of those
schools and NASS members, who
responded to our questionnaires and
for the photographs, not all of which we
have been able to include in this
Newsletter. Also, a thank you to all who
have renewed your subscription. If you
have notS, like everyone in this trying
time, your continued support is
appreciated.

STOP PRESS:
The following responses have been received following the DfE guidance issued on July 2 nd. They
are given in their entirety as to amend them would only dilute the message.
My thoughts on the new guidance after an initial couple of reads, are that it does provide a workable
solution for us as a small school to allow all the children to return. However, there is ambiguity and
lack of clarity, which means I need to take a few decisions balancing risk and pragmatism. As a small
school of less than 50, it would be far easier for me to keep 2 classes separate but mix for lunch and
playtimes, allowing for efficiency of staffing. The guidance does not make it clear if this would be
acceptable, yet many larger schools will be mixing far higher numbers.
I have some reservations about the risk to staff, however confidence has grown and there is a sense of
wanting to get back to normal from staff. I have lack of faith in the systems for testing and what
would happen if a local or school outbreak in cases occurred. For example, one key member of staff
had to have a test done 3 times this week to get a clear result, which caused uncertainty and logistical
problems unnecessarily.
Curriculum wise, there is the usual lack of sympathy towards mixed-age settings, however there is
enough flexibility built into the guidance to make decisions around school context. I have become
used to making important decisions on my own, with the local authority following about 2 weeks
behind on average. All in all, reasonably happy with the guidance but my expectations were low to
start with!
My current plans are to build on what we have learnt through this time where we have gradually
grown from 1 up to 4 bubbles. As a school of 4 classes we could then scale this model up maintaining
the same staggered drop off and collection times. In order to ensure staff feel supported, despite the
fact they can work across more than one class we will have 2 bubbles – one containing our EYFS and
KS1 children (a total of 37 children) and one containing KS2 children (a total of 55 children). This
means that staff will only work within one bubble, consistent with our approach at the moment where
staff will never work in more than 2 groups in total and during each day they will remain within one
group. It allows me to be able to provide all staff with a break during the day, cover lunch time and
make PPA manageable. Each class will continue to have access to individual playtime equipment that
will be cleaned after each use and this will be extended to other PE equipment. I am currently working
on a technical solution to try and find a way for collective worship assemblies to take place across
bubbles and classes as this is something we have all really missed at this time. I do feel small schools
are particularly challenged by the expectation for the levels of cleaning that are required within the
school day, however that will continue to be part of my lunch time routine for the foreseeable!
I would just add that this is my plan for if the R rate continues to drop across the county. If the levels
of Covid-19 within the community remain high or increase I may have to reconsider my ability to
bring all children back to school full time in September safely.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
NASS is ‘The Voice of Small Schools”, we have been supporting Small Schools for over 40 years.
If you are not a member, please join us.
Our details can be found at www.smallschools.org.uk

